Introduction and background
Let /(z) = ~ anz n In this paper we investigate under what conditions the power series (1.1) is summable by a Ces&ro mean or is convergent at those points e ~~ where the Abel limit exists. It is classical that the existence of a Ces&ro sum for [(e ~~ always implies the existence of the Abel limit (1.2) and in fact the existence of an angular limit.
The above problem was recently investigated by G. Hals [3] for univalent functions and certain subclasses of these functions. We define the ath Ces~ro sums by T~v.ORWM C. I/ t(z) maloslz I <1 onto a star-like domain and a,-+0, then (1.2) implies
that (1.1) converges to/(e ~~ /or z-=d ~ THEOREM D. The same conclusion hoIds i/ f(z) maps ]z I <1 onto an admissible domain which,/or some positive ~ and all large R, contains no disk with centre on I w I = R and radius ( 89

Statement of positive results
In this 'paper we investigate further some questions raised by the above results. It is convenient to consider the more general class of mean p-valent functions. Results for univalent ~ functions then arise from the special case p = 1. In particular we can remove the hypothesis Off admissible domains from the theorems of Hal~sz and strengthen the conclusions in some of them.
We note following Hals [3] that (1.4) implies not only (1.6):but also 
I,(~)l=o[~] . aslzl+l i+N+(0) (2.~')
we have (2.2) , and i/(1.6) holds and
{'l e`~ +I~I+=-+ I/(+)-/(e'~ =o ~ 1 -I+1 ] '
• i+1-+1 in N+(O) (2.1')
we have (1.4) .
If p is sufficiently small we can set e = 0. We have in fact Next under the hypotheses of theorem C it can be shown that (2.6) holds for some c < 1, when r is sufficiently near 1. Thus Theorem C follows from Theorem 3.
For mean p-valent functions in the whole of I zl < 1 our conclusions may be stated simply as follows. Iw-w~l <R~, ~=1 to M, which are disjoint and whose total area is at least ~ the area of the union of the original disks and so at least pr~/9. The total area of the image of/(z) over these disks is at least I~/9, and this gives the required contradiction to (2.7), if ~ is large enough. Thus Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 4.
THEOREM 4. I[ /(Z) is mean p-valent in Izl
Counterexamples
The above results are essentially best possible. Firstly no hypotheses of the type we have considered above will imply (C, a) summability for g ~< - In particular by choosing a=0, 89 we obtain a univalent function whose coefficients tend to zero and whose power series diverges everywhere on I zl = 1. This answers in the negative a problem raised elsewhere [2] .
The coefficients in this example must tend to zero rather slowly. If e.g. The remainder of the~paper is divided into two parts. In the first part we shall prove Theorems 1 and 2, followed by Theorem 3 which is an easy deduction from Theorem 1.
In the second part we construct the examples needed for Theorems 6 and 7.
I. Proofs of Theorems 1 to 3 4. Loeallsation
In this section we show how to reduce the problem of summability for the series Za, to the behaviour of the function [(z) in a neighbourhood of z = 1. The method is due to W. H. Young [8] (see also [7, p. 218] ''(re'~ § (4.2) _re~)=+l
We now choose the integer h, so that h> ~ + 2, and for j= 1, 2 introduce the func- 
Preliminary estimates
We now assume that/(z) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. We set w--/(e t~ if where eN satisfies the same conditions as in Lemma 1.
The cases n =% and n > n 0 will be treated slightly differently. We have first 
Estimates forf(z) near z=l
In order to estimate I~ and the integrals corresponding to n =n o in (5.3) we need to use more strongly the fact that/(z) is mean p-valent. We start by quoting the following result (M.F. Theorem 2.6, p. 32). we have where K is a large fixed positive number. We define r 1 by rl=l -IO[/K and set zl=rle $, z;=re t~ 61=(1-r)/(1-rl). Then (6.6) yields
L v, MMA 3. Suppose that ](z) is mean p-valent in a domain
For we may apply (6.8) with zl = rl e I~ instead of z. Given e > 0, we choose K so large that 
,f(re'~ -wo, < ,wo, + S ( ~l O-~--~r) 2~ < (e + K-2P ,wo,) ( [l O~r) ~ < 2~ ( [l O-~-~r) ~,
/ll-zll~", <lol ,~,
II(re'~ r' <r<l,K(1-r) <~
provided that r' is sufficiently near 1 and K is large enough.
In view of what we have already proved it follows that for some r'=r'(e)<l and 0o(e)>0, we have for r'<r<l, Then the disks
It follows from (6.2) that R ~< B. If el < eR, then we deduce further from (6.2) that (t ty
so that Lemma 5 holds in this case. Thus we assume that ~ > eR. We then define r' to be the smallest number such that 1-I~<r'<~ and If(r','**)l=Ol.
We then set z~ = r 1 e ~', z~ = r' e ~*' and apply Lemma 3 with R, Q1 instead of Q1, ~2 and 4(1 -r,) 4(1 -r')
05-1r
This yields log (~l/e_r~) (
e,<<A(p )~<.B{( 1 lr162 / ''~
We next apply (6.6) with z~, re tr instead of Zl, z~ and deduce
--r'~ ~v
Thus e~e~= e \-~/
which yields Lemma 5. This is equivalent to (2.4') with ~=l+:r In view of (6.2) we also note that (6.11) is a consequence of (6.1) when ~=2p. Thus we suppose without loss of generality that 2~<2p.
Our aim is to deduce from these assumptions an estimate for I n in Lemma 2. However, a direct substitution of the bound (6.11) in (5.5) gives too weak a result. A further use of Lemma 3 will show that the set of 0, for which the upper bound implied by (6.11) is attained, is relatively sparse. In this direction we prove 
where O, is the lower bound o/I0] on E~, and I~ is delined by (5.5).
We deduce from (6.11) that I/(rem)l <B1, I01 <4(I-r). Also if R,_I<~B~ we have
which implies (7.1). We now assume that R.-1 >t B1 so that 0. >1 2(1 -r). We divide E. into the separate ranges Summing from v = 0 to c~, we deduce Lemma 7.
We deduce 
L•MM). 8. 1/~l is any positive quantity and R~~ >~ B 1 then we have
S= ~ (N -2~I.)'<C,(7.
N-2~' ln < B( R,/ ( NO,)2~' } (4p-l-~)/~z'-')
~(4p-1 -2e) >0. where ~0 2p -e
We set r so that 0n~>ffo, for n>no, and group together all those terms in the series S in (7.2) for which r162 ~=0 to oo.
(7.5)
We denote by S~ the sum of all these terms. If there are no such terms we set S~=0. If n is the biggest index of any of these terms, we have evidently, using (7.4)
Rn ~" (7.6) S,<B Rn .
L(Nr
We denote R n by R~'. From the definition of 0n it follows that 0n increases with n, provided that n > no. Thus RJ is either zero or increases with ~. Next consider those values of v which are odd and for which (7.9) is false. We arrange these in a sequence ra, v2, ..., rz .... and deduce that vk+t >vk + 1. Thus (7.8) yields
(up,+l)t < B4-~ (u~k)-~ ~< B4-89 ~, since (7.9) is false for v = vk. Thus if ~ denotes the sum over all odd v~, for which (7.9)
is false, we have
~2Sp <~ C ~.uu~o = C ~ (uvk)no <~ C(uv,)n, + ~ C4-'k'~ ~ < C( (uv,)n~ + 1). k=l k=l
Now if uv, is not zero, there exists n > n o such that (7.5) holds and R~', = Rn. Thus
42~R. up, < (NO,)~ ,.
Since 2 = 2p we deduce from (7.3) up, < C. Thus we see that ~1 Sv ~< C. Similarly if ~a denotes the sum over all the even r for which (7.9) is false we have ~.aSv<~C. Thus finally This proves (7.2) when 2 = 1 + ~ = 2p and completes the proof of Lemma 8.
Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
We proceed to prove Theorems 1 and 2 together and rely on the estimates (5.3), (5.4) and (7.2). We suppose first that (6.11) holds with 2<l+a or with 2=1+~=2p. Our proof now proceeds similarly to that in the previous section. We deduce this time from (5.3) 
Thus if N is sufficiently large we obtain finally from (8. This completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2.
Proof of Theorem 3
We suppose that ](z) is regular in Na (0) and satisfies (2.5) there with 0 = 0, so that I f(,)l < M (9.1) 
[(rd ~ -Wol <~ l](rd~ + M <<. 2 M/-~ ~1 -[z I] "
We choose K so large that 2MK -c <7, and deduce that {ll-ra~ 6) for to<r<1 , K(1-r)~ ]01 <K(1-ro). In view of (9.5) we deduce that (9.6) is valid for ro<r<l,
IOl <K(1-%).
Suppose finally that K(1 -%) ~< 101 <Or We choose ca ={(c § 1 +=) so that c<cx< 1 +~. Then if r o is sufficiently near 1, we have (9.3) so that Since 101 >~K(1-~o) it follows that t l -re"] is bounded below as r-~l. Hence we can find r 1 so near 1, that for rl<r<l , K(1 -to)< [0] <~ we have 1 -re t~ ~ I/(~e '~ -wol < r I-i~7--r I "
In view of (9.6) this inequality also holds for [0[ ~<K(t-r0), rl<r<l and so holds for r 1 <r<l, 101 <31. Thus (2.1') holds with ~= 89 +:c-c) and we can apply Theorem 1 and deduce (1.4). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Since Theorems 4 and 5 were deduced from Theorems 1 and 2 in the introduction, this completes the proofs of our positive theorems.
Proof of Theorem 6 H. Proofs of Theorems 6 and 7
We start by proving Theorem 6, which is very simple. We define for any positive integer n ~n=2 2", ~n--2n~(log~n) -t, o~._~ -----~, 1 ~<p ~<)~.
We also set a~ = 0, 2~t, ~< u < ~t~+l, and ~ = 1, 2, 3. Then 
Proof of Theorem 7; preliminary results
We finally prove Theorem 7. To do this we shall construct a series of Jordan polygons Din, such that Dm+l is obtained from D~ by extension across a small arc of the boundary of Din. The corresponding mapping functions fm(Z), which map I zl < 1 onto D~ converge to the univalent function/(z), which maps I zl < 1 onto D. Our counter example will then be the function The parameter a 1 is left variable. It remains to show that we can choose a 1 so that (11.8) holds. We suppose first that e was chosen so small that e<el and K log-->a+ 1. 
lm (Zm) = log
Further by (11.8) we have
In view of (11.5) we Mso have
In addition we assume that e~ was chosen smaller than 1 -Izm_:l, so that We note that f(z) has the following properties.
+,7); (11.18)
this is obvious from the corresponding properties for ]m (z).
w.x. ~-~ Next there exists a point Zm satisfying (11.13) and
In fact by (11.14)
Also by (II.17) we have for n>m, I~ml < I~-11 < 1-~. Thus in view of (11.161 we have, for n >m, I/n(Zm)--/n-l(Zm)l < en" Thus since e~+l< len, we s~e that
I1(~)-/~(~.)1< ~ ~n<~m-
9~--m +1
This proves (11.19). 
Proof of Theorem 7
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 7. We suppose -89 <~<2p-1, and choose the positive constant 7 in the preceding section so small that (a+l)(1 +7)<2p. 
~+1
This gives a contradiction, which shows that the C~saro sums a~(00) cannot be bounded.
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.
w, K. HLA's
13. In conclusion I should like to express my gratitude to Dr. HalAsz for introducing the problem to me and allowing me to read his own paper at the proof stage.
He pointed out to me the inequality (12.2) for a function with bounded C6saro sums on which the counter example of Theorem 7 is based and showed how to use the integral representations of the sums in order to prove positive theorems. In fact the statements of nearly all the theorems arose from our discussions together and subsequent attempts by me to prove or disprove his conjectures.
